This paper analyzes how banks' funding constraints impact the access and cost of capital of small firms. Banks raise external finance from a large number of small investors who face coordination problems and invest in small, risky businesses. When investors observe noisy signals about the true implementation cost of real sector projects, the model can be solved for a threshold equilibrium in the classical global games approach. We show that a "socially optimal" interest rate that maximizes the probability of success of the small firm is higher than the risk-free rate, because higher interest rates relax the bank's funding constraint. However, banks will generally set an interest rate higher than this socially optimal one. This gives rise to a built-in inefficiency of banking intermediation activity that can be corrected by various policy measures.
Introduction
Traditional theories of small-business finance have primarily focused on the role of banks in overcoming the informational frictions that generally characterize small firms (Rajan, 1992) . Yet, in their intermediation activity, banks perform a key role of channeling funds from those who save to the owners of new investment opportunities (Gorton and Winton, 2003) . Small-business credit literature generally analyzes separately the relationship between banks and their providers of funds on the one hand, and banks and borrowers, on the other hand (Berger and Udell, 2002) .
For instance, a large literature has analyzed the positive role of banks in increasing the access to credit of small businesses by engaging in close firm-creditor relationships (Petersen and Rajan, 1994; Berger and Udell, 1995; Degryse and Van Cayseele, 2000) . 1 However, whether these lending relationships have a positive or negative effect on the cost of capital to firms is not clear. 2 From a theoretical perspective, close bank-firm relationships should reduce the bank's cost of providing funds and, in competitive markets, these cost savings should be passed along to the borrower (Petersen and Rajan, 1994; Boot and Thakor, 1994) . On the other hand, if the information acquired by the bank cannot be easily accessed by external investors, then the bank can acquire some form of "informational market power" that would result in higher interest rates (as in Greenbaum, Kanatas and Venezia, 1989; Sharpe, 1990; Rajan, 1992) .
A more recent empirical literature, however, looks at banks' ability to raise funds themselves and how this impacts lending to the real economy. For example, Khwaja and Mian (2008) study a large liquidity shock to Pakistani banks and find that a one percent drop in bank liquidity resulted in a 0.87 percent drop in lending to small firms. Similarly, Paravisini (2008) shows how Argentinian local banks expand credit by $0.66 in response to an additional dollar of external financing as a result of a government lending program to small businesses. This suggests that banks' funding constraints may represent an important reason for underinvestment in the small business sector. Evidence from the 2007-09 financial crisis presents a similar picture in developed economies (Santos, 2011; Iyer, Peydro, da Rocha-Lopes and Schoar, 2014) .
A complete analysis of small-business bank finance should therefore study the interactions between the two sides of the market: banks and their creditors on the one side, and banks and firms, on the other.
The main goal of this paper is to do so by developing a simple model of bank finance which emphasizes the importance of funding constraints for banks themselves and how these can affect the availability and cost of capital for small firms.
We model the interactions between a financial sector represented by a bank and its creditors and a real sector comprising of a small entrepreneurial firm. The firm owns a new risky technology and borrows from the bank to implement it. Technological risk is captured by a stochastic cost occurring during the implementation of the project. The firm's output is increasing in the amount of capital raised according to a linear technology, such that the probability that the firm makes a profit is increasing in the availability of capital. The capital available, on the other hand, depends on the number of investors 1 These lending relationships refer to the bank's investment in acquiring "soft" information about the firm, such as the entrepreneur's talent, future prospects and business environment, often proprietary in nature and not easily accessible to outside investors (see Boot, 2000 , for an overview).
2 Looking at US data, Berger and Udell (1995) find that strong bank-borrower relationships are empirically associated with lower loan interest rates, whereas Petersen and Rajan (1994) find no statistically significant link. Taking evidence from European data, Degryse and Van Cayseele (2000) show that loan rates actually increase in the duration of the relationship, whereas Harhoff and Körting (1998) find no effect. who decide to place their funds in the banking sector. This brings about a typical coordination problem with strategic complementarity, as the probability of success of the project increases with the number of investors who fund the bank. Under perfect information this type of coordination problems generate multiple equilibria (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983) . However, the assumption of perfect information is very strong, particularly when applied to small-business finance. If, instead, we assume that investors only observe a noisy signal about the true technological cost, the problem can be analyzed as a standard global game (Carlsson and Van Damme, 1993; Morris and Shin, 1998; Morris and Shin, 2001; Morris and Shin, 2004) . 3 In this methodology, uncertainty about the informational structure of the game can eliminate the multiple equilibria, such that the coordination problem is characterized by a unique "threshold or switching" equilibrium. Our equilibrium solution builds on this established result. 4 We show that investors' coordination problem presents a threshold equilibrium, where the firm's project succeeds if the technological cost is below a critical value, and fails otherwise.
The main contribution of the paper is to show that this critical threshold depends in a nonlinear way on the interest rate chosen by the bank. The impact of the return on capital on the critical cost is driven by two opposite effects. On the one hand, higher returns mitigate investors' coordination problem and make the decision to lend to the bank more appealing. This increases the amount of capital lent to the firm, and, implicitly, its probability of success. On the other hand, higher interest rates raise the cost of capital of the firm and have an adverse effect on its probability of success. We show that there exists a "socially optimal" interest rate that yields the highest chances of success of the entrepreneurial firm. This interest rate is higher than the risk-free rate and the spread between these returns is not necessarily driven by market power. Indeed, this result holds even if banks operate in a competitive, zero-profit environment. What this spread reflects is first and foremost the coordination failures among bank creditors. Taking the analysis one step further, we show that profit-maximizing banks will set an interest rate higher than the socially optimal one, a result that also holds for a highly competitive banking sector. This generates a form of credit market inefficiency which is the result of the way in which banks fund themselves. We highlight different policy measures that can mitigate these inefficiencies.
Our analysis shows how funding frictions in the banking sector can originate inefficiencies in the allocation of capital to the real sector. In a framework related to ours, Bebchuk and Goldstein (2011) model a credit-market freeze which arises from a coordination failure among banks to extend credit to operating firms. In their model, real sector projects are highly interdependent and, in this context, failure of some banks to lend leads all projects to collapse. They study how policy responses can get an economy out of a credit-market freeze. In our model, banks can mitigate coordination failures among investors through higher interest rates. This brings about, however, an inefficient shortage of credit in the economy: more capital could have been directed towards the real sector in the absence of such coordination problems. Generally, theories on credit rationing inefficiencies focus on borrower adverse selection problems (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981; Sharpe, 1990 ; for a survey, see Jaffee and Stiglitz, 1990) .
Here, we show that banks' funding constraints can generate similar inefficiencies. A similar intuition is present in Agur (2012; who shows how credit rationing can arise when banks fund themselves through secured wholesale bank finance.
Our work is also related to a growing literature on applied global games. In a related set-up, Li (2013) studies the systemic bankruptcy of firms with investment complementarities. She also highlights a non-monotonic relationship between lenders' expected profits and the interest rate, however in her model the coordination failure stems from real sector investment decisions.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section lays out the main assumptions. Section 3 presents the equilibrium solution, while Section 4 studies the relationship between returns and the equilibrium threshold. The question of how banks determine the optimal interest rate is addressed in Section 5. The last section concludes.
Main assumptions
The model is cast as a game between a continuum of small investors, a bank and a small entrepreneurial firm. Investors are the only agents endowed with wealth but, given the lack of appropriate financial instruments, they cannot invest directly in the firm.
A. The firm
We assume that the firm has no funds and needs to borrow from a bank to finance the project. It has access to a linear production technology with capital as the only variable input: Y = (1 + A)K, where K denotes capital and A a positive parameter characteristic of the marginal product of capital (1 + A). 5
The implementation of the firm's investment project is subject to technological uncertainty which we model as a stochastic fixed cost, denoted by c. This scale-invariant cost can be thought of as overhead costs specific to project implementation such as the need to comply with new safety, pollution or interoperability norms, as well as, additional design or research hours. For analytical convenience, we assume that this shock follows a normal distribution: c N(c, σ 2 ), with a mean valuec > 0 and a precision α = 1/σ 2 . 6 Given these assumptions, the (stochastic) profit of the firm is defined as the output less the payment to the bank, including interest and principal, and the stochastic fixed cost:
where we denoted by R l the return required by the bank for the loan, with R l ≤ A.
B. The Bank
We represent a "modern" organization of banks that obtain external finance by attracting funds from investors and place these funds in real sector projects. 7 5 The main motivation for the choice of a linear technology is the finance gap hypothesis documented in empirical literature. This hypothesis suggests that small and medium-sized enterprises suffer from a shortage of external capital and that obtaining access to it is one of the biggest constraints to their growth and success (Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt and Maksimovic, 2008) . 6 Naturally, negative costs are of no interest for our analysis. Hence, we restrict our attention to the case in which the mean is sufficiently large and variance sufficiently small, such that Pr[c < 0] is negligible. 7 Thus, at difference with traditional bank models, in this set-up investors are directly exposed to the risk of the project. This assumption is much in line with the recent approach to bank regulation in Europe which places significant weight on the bail-in principle, according to which not only shareholders, but also bondholders and certain depositors are expected to incur losses should the bank face difficulties.
In order to focus on the liabilities side of the bank, we model the lending relationship between the bank and the firm in a minimalist fashion. We assume that the bank, by acquiring knowledge about the firm's business environment or the entrepreneur, can obtain information about the worthiness of the project. 8 More precisely, the bank observes the true distribution of the technological shock that hits the firm's project and shares this information with (ex-ante uninformed) investors whose funds it seeks to attract.
Moreover, since our main objective rests in analyzing the financial intermediation process, we also adopt a simplified perspective on the industrial organization of the banking sector. We simply assume that, depending on the degree of competition among banks, they can charge a fee τ on each unit of capital lent to the firm, granted that the firm's projects is succesful. In a perfectly competitive environment τ will tend to zero, while for banks enjoying some form of market power, τ > 0. In other words, the mark-up τ is a parameter that captures the intensity of competition in the banking sector.
If we denote by R the interest the bank commits to pay to investors if the firm's project is successful,
Thus, for a positive (even if small) τ, the bank earns a mark-up for every unit of capital lent to the firm. Since the only constraint in lending to the real sector is the bank's ability to attract external funds from investors, the bank will set the interest rate, R, such as to attract as many funds as possible. This objective is tantamount to the maximization of the bank's total profits, which are represented by τK.
C. Investors
There is a continuum n = 1 of risk-neutral investors, each endowed with one unit of wealth. They have the choice between placing their funds in the banking sector or investing in a safe asset which yields a return r. The return promised by the bank, R is risky and depends on the success of the entrepreneurial firm. If the investment in the firm proves to be successful, investors receive R ≥ r > 0. However, if the firm fails, investors recover a liquidation value, v < 1. We denote the proportion of investors who lend to the bank by , with ∈ [0, 1].
At the outset of the game investors are "uninformed" and they have no means of inferring the worthiness of the new project from public information. By entering in a contract with the bank, the latter shares with them information about the true distribution of the technological shock. At this moment the distribution of shocks c N(c, 1/α) becomes common knowledge. Furthermore, we assume that once the shock is realized, each investor receives a private signal about the true value of c:
where the idiosyncratic bias ε i is also normally distributed among investors with zero mean and precision β, ε N(0, 1/β). One way to think of this private signal is that it represents each investors' private assessment about the true risk of the project. As a result, investors' payoff, contingent upon their private beliefs, as well as the realization of the shock c, can be written as:
The sequence of decisions and the information structure of the game are depicted in Figure 1 . At 
The Equilibrium
Given the firm's production technology in Equation (1), its demand for funds is infinitely elastic. Thus, the equilibrium capital is given by the supply of funds: K = and the firm's profit function can be rewritten as:
Equation (3) Such coordination games generate multiple equilibria under perfect information. 9 However, under 9 If the technological cost is not too high, there is a high-risk, Pareto-dominant equilibrium, characterized by all investors lending to the bank. However, regardless of the size of the cost, there is also a zero-risk Pareto-dominated equilibrium in which no investor participates and the project fails. imperfect information the coordination game has been shown to exhibit a unique equilibrium (Carlsson and Van Damme, 1993) . Morris and Shin (1998; 2004) propose an elegant equilibrium concept that applies to n−player coordination games with noisy signals. We do not repeat here the formal proof of their argument. The intuition behind their proof is that the signals, x i , that investors receive convey information not only about the technological cost c, but also about the signals that other investors receive. At the extreme, when c = 0, an investor should lend no matter what the others do. Consider now an investor receiving a signal sightly above zero. This investor infers that other investors might have received signals equal to or below zero, and thus have a dominant strategy to lend. Then it is also optimal for him to lend as well. Applying the same logic several times, one can establish a boundary well above zero below which investors should lend. At the same time, investors have a dominant action not to lend whenever c > (A − τ − R), because projects fail even if every investor participates. So when an investor receives a signal slightly below (A − τ − R) he is pessimistic about the probability of success of the firm and prefers not to lend. Again, we can apply a backward reasoning and establish a boundary well below (A − τ − R) above which investors do not lend. Morris and Shin (2004) show that these two boundaries coincide, such that the coordination problem admits a unique equilibrium characterized by a "switching strategy" (invest / do not invest) around a "critical signal" (for a formal mathematical proof, see Morris and Shin, 2004) . The equilibrium of the game is thus characterized by two thresholds, a "critical signal", which we will denote by x * , which drives investors' switching strategy to invest or not, and a "cut-off cost", c * , for which the firm's project is on the edge between failing or not. Proposition 1 states our basic equilibrium result. 
where Φ(·) is the c.d.f. of the standard normal distribution.
PROOF. Following standard resolution steps Shin, 2001, 2004) , the two thresholds, x * and c * can be determined as the solution to a system of two equations.
First, when Nature draws a cost c, the proportion of investors who lend is equal to the frequency of investors who receive a signal below the critical signal, x * :
The cut-off cost, c * , for which the firm is on the edge between failing and succeeding is: c * = (A − τ − R) . Thus, given Equation (5), c * is implicitly defined by:
This gives us the first equation which defines c * as a function of x * .
Second, given our assumptions about the normality of the distributions of costs and signals, when an investor i receives a signal x i , his posterior distribution of c is also normal, with mean αc + βx i α + β and precision (α + β). So, for an investor with signal x i , the probability of failure of the firm is:
Moreover, at the switching point, an investor receiving the critical signal x * is indifferent between lending or not to the bank. His indifference condition can be written as:
(
which is equivalent to:
After some calculations it follows that:
which defines x * as a function of c * .
The equilibrium critical thresholds x * and c * are thus the solution to the system of Equations (6) and (10). By substituting Equation (10) in (6), we obtain the equation in Proposition 1:
Graphically, the equilibrium cut-off cost is obtained at the intersection of the 45 • line and the scaled-up cumulative normal distribution with mean c + α + β α Φ −1 1 + r − v 1 + R − v and standard deviation α β (see Figure 2 ). The uniqueness of this solution is guaranteed when the slope of the right hand-side of Equation (11) is less than one, that is:
the standard normal distribution. Given that ϕ(·) ≤ 1 √ 2π , then the unique solution exists if condition
Clearly, there exists a range of costs for which viable projects fail due to lack of coordination among investors. In particular, for c ∈ (c * , A − τ − R), the firm's project would succeed if all investors coordinate and lend to the bank (but they do not). This gives rise to a form of "inefficient credit allocation" which is the consequence of strategic uncertainty among investors.
The uniqueness of the equilibrium allows us to analyze in a straightforward way how the cut- A lower risk-free rate, r, prompts more investors to participate, and thus raises the probability of success of the firm. This might correspond to a situation where the key interest rate of monetary policy Finally, a key determinant of the equilibrium cut-off cost is the return R chosen by the bank. We turn to this relationship next.
The relationship between interest rates and the equilibrium cut-off cost
Intuitively, the relationship between c * (and hence the probability of success of the firm) and R is driven by two opposite effects. On the one hand, a higher return R should facilitate investors' coordination and increase the proportion, , who lend to the bank. This would, in turn, increase the chances that the project succeeds. On the other hand, a higher R raises the interest burden of the small firm, R + τ, which increases its probability of default. We can state the following result: (4), it is straightforward that, for R ∈ [r, A − τ], the function c * (R) is continuous, positive and lower than (A − R − τ). Moreover, at the extremes, we have lim R→r c * = 0 and lim R→A−τ c * = 0. 10 Then, applying the implicit function theorem to Equation (4) (see Appendix), we get:
PROOF. First, from Equation
where
In Equation (12), we can check that dc * dR R=A−τ < 0. Indeed, the denominator of expression (12) is always positive since
A−τ−R . The sign of the derivative is thus the sign of −Φ (·) and for R = A − τ, we have Φ (·) > 0. This suffices to prove that c * (R) admits at least one maximum on the interval [r, A − τ]. Q.E.D.
We denote the return that maximizes c * by R f , since this interest rate also maximizes the probability of success of the firm. Since lim R→r c * = 0, R f is necessarily higher than the risk-free rate r. This result holds even zero-profit competitive environment in which τ = 0 and is a consequence of investors' coordination problem. Thus, even in perfectly competitive banking sectors, small firms' cost of capital cannot be pushed down to the cost of funds if banks face funding constraints of their own.
To bring additional intuition to this result, Figure 3 and c * will converge to the same value:
10 Since Φ −1 (1) = ∞ and Φ (−∞) = 0. 11 We obtain this shape for a very wide range of parameters. The Maple program is available upon request.
From the derivative:
we can infer that this function is concave, with d(c * β→∞ ) 2 d 2 R < 0. The maximum cut-off cost is obtained for a R f solving:
Note that for small values of (R f − v), (r − v) and (A − τ − v) a log approximation yields a neat result:
Bank optimal return and market efficiency
In this section, we compare the return that maximizes the critical cost with the optimal interest rate set by the bank. The former return can be thought of as a "socially optimal" interest rate since it maximizes the probability of success of the small business sector. We have shown that this socially optimal return is higher than the risk-free rate, even in the case of perfectly competitive markets, because higher interest rates mitigate investors' coordination problem and increase lending to the firm.
We will show next that, given the bank's organizational structure, the interest rate it chooses is higher than the socially optimal one.
We have argued that, given the mark-up τ, the total profit of the bank is proportional to the total funds attracted from outside investors, Π b = τ . However, the bank decides on the return R at the outset of the game before the shock c is realized. Thus, the bank's profits are a function of the actual proportion of investors who end up lending to the bank, which depends on the realization of c:
, where the number of investors, , is defined in Equation (5), as a function of the critical signal and the realized shock c. Furthermore, from Equation (10) we have that
, where c * (R) is the equilibrium cutoff cost, as defined in Equation (11). The decison problem of the bank is thus:
where the bank knows the ex-ante distribution of shocks c and the equilibrium values of c * and x * given R. Whenever, c < c * , there is a positive number of investors who lend to the bank depending on the realized shock c. For c > c * the firm's project fails and the profit of the bank is zero.
We can state that:
PROPOSITION 3. The optimal interest rate set by the bank, R b , is higher than the socially optimal return that maximizes the probability of success of the firm, R f .
PROOF. The maximization problem in Equation (16) yields the following first order condition:
Dividing by τ and applying Leibniz's Rule we obtain:
Differentiating under the integral yields:
Using the identity
Given that Φ(·) > 0, the optimal R b must verify the condition: ∂x * (R) ∂R = ∂c * (R) ∂R . Thus, we obtain that:
In the proof of Proposition 2, we have shown that there exists a return R f that maximizes c * (R),
i.e. dc * dR R=R f = 0. From condition (19) above it follows that the optimal interest rate set by the bank, R b , is reached on the downward slope of the curve c * (R), since dc * dR R=R b < 0. Thus, this interest rate is necessarily higher than the one that maximizes the firm's probability of success (R f < R b ) and, as a result, higher than the risk-free rate. QED. As mentioned, the parameter τ captures the intensity of competition in the banking sector. However, note that the result in Proposition 3 holds even in the case of a highly competitive banking sector, when τ is very close to zero. The higher return set by the bank is thus, not necessarily a consequence of market power, but of the manner in which the bank funds itself. One interesting case is the limit of perfect competition, where τ = 0. In this case, alternative bank objective functions can be considered.
For example, in Diamond and Dybvig (1983) perfectly competitive banks provide liquidity insurance to depositors by maximizing their expected returns. We explore a similar problem in Appendix B,
where we show that the interest rate which would maximize investors' expected return is still higher than the socially optimal one.
We can summarize our main findings as follows:
1. If coordination risk is ruled out, for instance if the bank could obtain finance from a single risk-neutral investor, the probability that the firm succeeds (makes a positive profit) will be just Equation 3 ). Obviously, this probability is maximized when the return Figure 4 : Social versus bank optimal return R takes its minimum value, i.e. R = r.
2. In the presence of coordination risk, the socially optimal interest rate that maximizes the probability of success of the firm is higher than the risk-free rate, R f > r. Such high interest rates
are not necessarily the consequence of banks abusing of some form of market power, since our results hold even in the case of perfectly competitive markets. Higher interest rates stem from the funding constraints of the bank and can, in fact, be beneficial to the firm, as they mitigate the coordination problem among investors and increase lending.
3. The bank's optimal interest rate is higher than the socially optimal one and is associated with a lower probability of success of the firm. This highlights a form of credit market inefficiency, which cannot be eliminated by reducing competition among banks.
This inefficiency of the financial intermediation market yields several policy implications. Our model suggests that banks' liquidity conditions, i.e. their ability to raise outside finance, is closely related to their loan pricing and availability of credit to small firms. The severity of these liquidity shortages is likely to be harsher during economic downturns. For example, empirical findings show that, during the 2007-2009 financial crisis, firms borrowing from constrained banks paid higher loan spreads (Santos, 2011) and that the contractions in credit supply were significantly higher for small firms (Iyer et al., 2014 
Conclusion
Obtaining access to external capital is an important constraint to the growth of small, entrepreneurial firms (Beck and Demirguc-Kunt, 2006) . Thus, understanding how banks can facilitate their access to finance and contribute to their development is an important issue. In this paper, we develop a simple model of bank lending that highlights how banks' funding constraints impact the cost and availability of external finance for small entrepreneurial firms. When banks need to raise external finance from many small investors, the possibility that these investors fail to coordinate brings about a strategic uncertainty that compounds its effect to the investment project's technological risk, which takes the form of a random fixed cost.
We analyze the equilibrium behavior of investors in a standard global games approach. We show that there exists an equilibrium critical cost which separates the failure and success states of the project.
This cost depends in a non-linear way on the return on capital chosen by the bank. On the one hand, a higher return mitigates the coordination problem among investors, increasing the volume of available funds. On the other hand, a higher interest rate increases the firm's probability of default. We highlight a new trade-off between the price of capital and the availability of funds to small firms which is the result of the strategic uncertainty among owners of capital.
We then show that a social planner aiming to maximize the probability of survival of small-business sector projects, should not bid interest rates down to the risk-free rate, since a high loan rate relaxes the bank's funding constraint and increases lending to the real sector. On the other hand, banks maximizing their profits would set an interest rate higher than this socially optimal rate. This points out some specific form of allocative inefficiency, which cannot be ruled out by banking sector competition. As a consequence, there can be a role for Government or Central Bank programs that can offset this "strategic uncertainty" premium in banks' funding markets, by providing conditional credit line or guarantees to constrained banks in order to increase the availability of credit to small businesses.
13 See: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pressconf/2014/html/is140807.en.html banks is to compete for funds from investors by maximizing their expected return: 14
From the first order condition we can show that:
Thus, similar to the proof of Proposition 3, we can show that the return R i that maximizes investors' expected return is necessarily higher than the socially optimal return that maximizes c * (R), i.e. dc * dR R=R f = 0, since it falls on the downward slope of c * (R), dc * dR R=R b < 0. We can also show in numerical simulations, that investors' expected return is also higher than the optimal return set by the bank. Figure 5 plots investors' expected return as a function of R (dashed line) versus the probability of success of the firm. The interest rate that maximizes investors' expected return is well above R f = 0.19 or even R b = 0.24 and stands at R i = 0.38, which decreases the probability of success of the firm to 38%.
